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Among the various attempts to identify th.). social ....Toots of

..0

antifetpinisn, ty.o ,theorics in particular are pragaent. The
C

:7' .first arses that for both men and wren, anti- aWrtion an
. .,;

. , ,,anti. --ERA sentiments* have disproportionate appeal ..anong lower
.. A,, ...

socioeconomic status, rural, and older (-No ihsti tUcinc i es . The
..

second 'asserts that for icemen these sentiMents.a`te moSt common

4

. . ...

amt5h Fr, those 'most vul ner. bi'e to and .1Iependc.lit upon men,

Ex urination of studies. ,of. anti.:aborti On , and anti-ERA opiniion

suggest that both theories are ,,wrorlv. distingbishes
oppanents of abortion and ERA from proPonent *is neither .z.sclial.

po tipn n personal dependency but rs'ootecirms in red igious

free of religious trolvement determineshetworks.

*4availability to feminist or antifcmintst mobilization and shapes
-I cul tpral beliefs about the ponditiqns that, onpower waicen and

Irensure their security. Both of thcself in turn, detirmine Opinion
iton abortion and ERA,,,

,
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I.

DITROnLICTION

Abortion rights anc0.the F.qtl Rights hnendment (ERA) are

.ber h aps the two moett....jAportant of a set of -women' s issues that

have bkn the focus of Intense. political Conflict in the late
1970s and early, 1980s, Support for both certainly has been at

the heart of most feminist agendas, just as opposition to then

as been central to the conservative poliAcs Qf family,

morality, and religion. Identifying what distinguistoes opponents

of ERA and abbrtion rights-7-ntifeminists," to give then a

simple na,me.--from the .supporters- of these measures thus ma
provide a key to certain baste social and political cleavages in

. American society.

Amo,hg the many theories of antifemirlian, two in particular
stand out. The first, which applieS' to both wanen and men,

argues that. anti-abortion and.. anti.-ERA movenents hite "

0

?
"

disproportionate appeal anong lower socioeconanic status, rural,.

alai older constituencies that have always been conservative on

soci,a1 or moral issues and' have often provided a mass base for

right-wing moyenent. (Lo, 1982i 117) Thee . constituencies. are
conservative because they are both tless educated and more

vulnerable to social and cultural change than are others,. Lthe

previous kinds of' social consery ati n (Bell, -1964 ; L ipset and

Rarib, 1970), antifaninian cg9n be seen as' a response to, the status

anxiety engendered by. $ocial change; or alternatively, it,can be
seen as part of a.new postindustrial pattern of pol,itifcs in which
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liberal upper str ata ooriservativ_e lower Uratp over a
rt

range of Social issuesfrom the environment to sex education

school's. and. (Wadley, 1975; Ladd 1978; Ilitimelstein and

McRae, 1984 ) 'fn el tiler case, what is crucial, 18" the

identification of c6-tain strata and groups as the likely. or

natur-al home of antifeminien.

The second theory, 4-1-11.04 applieS solely to warren, ang,,ue

that antifesiiinlst sentiment, perhaps pa rado xi °ally is most

prevalent among women who are most vulnerable to and dependbnt

upon men. These warren have the most to fear from any measure,

like abortion or ERA, that seems to threaten the tenuous security
they find in marriage arid family. (Ehrenceichr 1983; .BOrris,

1983), Thus while professional wanen with relatively large

personal incomes, a high degree of economic independence, and a

strong sense of i.-)ersonal r competence are drawn to the waiien, s

movement, housewives with few ix:rsonal material resourees, little
4

economic independence, 9nd a weak sense of personal competence

are drawn to arirreminian. Indeed, antifemilsts often appeal

not to female contentment and`. gender harmony, but sense of

v ul rierabil ity,.. opp.ressioy and conflict. (English, 1981;2
.

Dworkin, 1983; 11a,thews and Mathews, 1982) The faiiily appears

neither as a tool of gender oppression nor as a site of peace and
harmony, but as a fortress protecting, .wcme.n fromt men.

1,
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BoUr or thee theories, argue, _are at. least Rartly

abortion fromwrong. What. distinguishes supporters of ERA and

opponentsein the first instance is neither social position. nom

personal dependency, but dif erent cultul.,a1 assumptions about the

iinpor tanc of family -and Ale Network of relationships that
.. 0

,

devopig op i 1 the p/Iv ate sphere to the happiness and safet'Y of

e

4-,

women. (cf. Hardi ng, 19811 Luker, 1 984 ) Both theories are too
4,

.1..-

quick to reduce these -cultural difference,s to differences in

social structures and personal .experience. In-factl, as we hall,
see, cult. e has a greter degree of autonomy than either theory

suspects. Wood ang Hughes, 198/i) The relationship between

"social worlds and social values," as Luker (19.811: 198)

concedes, 'is a ',very complex one."

the

different.
f

DATA

A

xamining who the antifeminists are, we mast Took botWat4

general populatien and at activists. The two may bd very

Among, the" general .y.)opulati on,. we are concerned. simply

gbout anti -ERA or anti-abortion .seatiment--whether individuals
4 ii

express s ,pport or opposition to either ERA or abortion. .Among

activists, we are conce rned -with activity as we,11. Activist

,i0clude those' who,do anything from writing. letters to the editor
or circulating petitions to making speeches, lobbying

legislatA.es, pr playing a major leadership role. .Activist'S thus'
.4.

do not merely have an opinion; they have been mobilized, in some

way to act upon It They may well differ in important ways from

...(;hose in thd general population who share their basic stance on
4

E ?;$ bor on . Ev f tbey do net, the study of activists
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implicitly Oti.s ooneerned not only with the dy. mmics. of. opinion

fOrmation but also with the dynamics .of mobilization.
ti

Studies of opinion on abortion in the general population are

based primarily on the t'ious General Social Surveys (GSS)

carried out by the National Opinion Re16arch Center from 1972 to

1980 (Ebaugh and Haney,...,.1.97 8 ; Granberg, 1978;-. Granberg end
-A,

, ,Granberg, 1980; Halebsky and Okraku, ; McIntosh, Alaon,

and Alston, 1979;, Singh. and Leahy, 1978; Evers. and I,eicee, 1980;

Arney and Tresoher, 197'6; Peterson and Mauss, 1976; McIntosh

and Al.l.st 1977; Cutler, et, .a.1./, 1980; ComCs and Welch, 1982;

Tedrow and Mahoney, 1979; Renzi, 1975; Bmiartt
1982) . Others have drawn upon the NationalcElection

data collected by the Institute for Social Research

1976 Himmelstein and McRae, 1984) , the"dal4up Poll

and Harris,

Study (NEB)

(6.1mmins,

(Mileti and

and 1,Ihite

on 1,..3A have

Barnett, 1972) , and utv_ey s by Yankel ovdch ,
Skelly,

(Henshaiw and artAe, 1982) . .Two. studies of opinion

drawn on thp 1980 NES (Burris, 198.; Himmelstein

1984) and smaller surveys hare examined opinion

and McRae,

in Illinois

(Huber, Rexroat, and Spritze, 1978) and Nortl. Carolina (Institute

. for Research in the Social Sciences, 1918):

Data on activists are much more limited; There. has been one
0,

national and one systeciltite. local study of pro-,abortion and

''anti-abortipn activists, and four local studies of pro -ERA end

anti-ERA activists. The national .abortion study (Granberg, 1981;

.:J'ranberg and Denney, :1982) consisted of a mail survey of 472v
pc-ilbers of the National Abor,tion Rieits Action .Leave (NARAL) and

421 rhembc.,ra of the National Right to Life Committee. (MC), both"
4

-At

J.
3
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walen and men. The ..NARAle. :ample w4s dr-awn fran a national,

menbtrship list, while the NRLC sample was drawn only"from lists
from 31 cooprating states ( e x4.udind York and California)

The Cal if or ni a study ( Luker, 198+) entailed long interviews with

a snowball sample of 212 female abortion activists. 0

Studies of Pro-ERA and Anti-FRA activists have been done- in

North Garol.'..ina (Arrington 4and Kyle, 1978), Texas (Brady and

Tedin, 1976; Tea n, 1917 ind 4,1`378) I Massachusetts

(Mueller and Dimieri, -1982), and Pennsylvania, Virginia, and

Maryland` -the "Mid- Atlantic," (Deutclirnan and Prqnce-Dribury,

Of these, only the N.C. study includes a substantial number of

cnenlhe studies vary In s41ple size' (fran 12 to '31CY), sampling

technique, data-gathering instruments, questions asked, and

analy tec4niques. They al so differ with regard to definition

of activist: The Massachusetts and Mid-Atlantic studies limit

themselves primarily to leader's, while the North Carolina and

Texas studies include a wider range of activists. In addition,'

several specific anomalies or'' problems should be noted: The

Mid-Atlantic study has a very a-nall sample size (N=12) . ' The r.

North Carolina study has a very low rate of return . of mail
ar

qquestionnaires among the Antis. (27%), Finally, the Texas study

drew its Pro and Anti samples in very different ways: The Pro

sample wps drawn from members of various warren's organizations,
-

the Anti frorii a group of women waiting. to lobby against-

ERA 1t. the Texas legislature. The latter group may well. have
4.

consisted digp4portionately of Church of Christ 'members (i.e.,

fundamentalist awl stian's) . as. well as being skewed in other

1



ways. There is no way to:._ take any of .these problems

systematicqlly into account in the following analysis, but they

should be kept in mind.

Most of the variables to be discussed . will
1

self-explanatory, ut tv,he notioh of "socioeconernie status" sho
be clprified. Th term is used to, encompass a number of dist et
measures of hierarchical position in society) family income,

education (in years of schooling), occupational status (Iran
service to professional-managerial), and class (ropghlY speaking,
whether one .s self-employed, or works for others).:-Iik 'W.e, a 71

refer, to these variables individually and as an aggregate called
ft s Es It

ANTIFE'INISM AND SE'S

Studies of contemporary opinion on ER4 and abortion lend

only limits .c1 support to the notion that antifeminists are likely
to. be lcwer rural; and old. To be sure, specific studies of
anti-ERA and anti - a tion activists lend eredenCe to one or more

of just mentioned characterlistics, but rarely to all of then

to the same ones consistently. Anti-.abortion activists are

4

less educated than their pro - abortion, counterparts as are
ar)ti-ERA actlyists. in Tel s, . North Carolina, and the..
Mid - Atlantic; however,.

)
the :*two groups do not differ in

e
Ilapsac husetts. Texas, North Carolina, and MassadiusettS. anti-ERA

activ\sts are indeed older than the', counterparts; but neither
they Mid-Atlantic activists nor the anti-abortion ones are. Both

anti-ERA arid rants-- abortion activiks tend to have lower' family
incbmes than their opponents, but they are not consistently more

a

.""",' ^ '9
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likely to come from rural backgrounds.

More importantly

and activis

other variablep,

,the differences betwee

are often very stnall,

especially rel i gi ous

Page 8.
.4

n the conservative

they diappear when

involVement, are

controlled; and above all, they are less striking than the
simJ 1 ari ti es between the We groups when compared to the .general
population. Generally, Anti activists are not that much lower in
SES, older, or more rural than th Si r Pr:O counterparts; these

do not explain much of the variance in political
Even where differences-are sizable, they. are wiped out

variables

ocssitim

when religious - involvement (measured usually bA church.,

ttendance).is taken .into account, which suggests that these

relationships are either spurious or solely through religion.

Finally, both Pro and Anti activists are 'relatively`, high .SES,

.young, and urban compared to the general populaV. on. 1

From this perspective, the battle between Pro and Anti

activists over ERA and abortion appeQrs to be less a struggle

between polariz- social classes andmoreone between contending

elites with (as we shall see) quite different worl dv Jew s. Social

positltn can shape one's political beliefs and activity in two

whys: first, by giving one a distinct set of political interests
.end predispositions; second by giing one access to 'the
resources and interpersonal .

f
networks necessary for political

.

Sy

education and mobil ization. To the extent that Pro and Anti

activists differ substantively in their pol iti cs one would'

'expect them to come from different social positions, To the

extent that they A-hare the fact of being activists, one would
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expect t)nc :i. to: share soci traits that promote. M.QUil iz.otion,

including education and affluence. The second factor is crucial

with regard4to ERA and abortion activists: Relative to the refit'

of the population, both are in a good position fOr pol/tical.
involvenen Why Ly get politically involved i quite

differeht ways will soon become a bit clearer.

We find a similar picture when we look at the general

population, There are istm consistent relationships between.

social position and opinion on ERA or abortion; those we find

are often .anall and wash outs jr multivariate For .

example, one analysis of 1980 NES data found ti neither age,

education, nor fauily ;income 'had a significant4mpact on ERA

sentiment. (Himmelstein and McRae, 1984) for` ERA 14@5'

especially high anong professionals, but otherwise occlipational

cit,hus had no effect.

Pro-ERA sentiment and high SES was countered by opposite findings

Furthermore, this association between.

for elaSs: There s6pport 'tor ERA was higher anong those who-
.

worked fyr otters than amox the self-enployed.

A second multivariate analysis of NES data (Burri 1983)

looked at men and warren separately and found that education and

urban residence had a net Liberalizing 'effect, but only for

,,;clen, and that pmiguir..income had a net conservative effect,

but only Tar men, It found no not effect for age or cl ass. The

strongest infJuerices upon ERA attitudes were race, region, -and

religious involvement, with Blacks, persOns living on the coasts,

nd infrequent' church offenders tending to favor EliA,

11
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Th 111.111.013 aLudy, oikain . tiv. ariA Snaly &A. found

that support for ERA among wanen- Iaas related to being, Black and

h;.\v more education ,bud' not to age or ralnily income, whil e

anong men it was related to being young, but not to-race,
educes ti on, or. i ncome. El roily , the North Ca roll na study of

filemen, looking largely, at bivariate relationships, found soopport

for ERA. higher among. Blacks and professionals, but unrelated to

residence, age, income, and education.

The rZ,)sults for abortion are rpughty Support ror
abortion i s greatest among high city dwellers, and the young

(also among Whites rather thin Blacks) These relationships,
hbwever, often disappear in multvartate analy .3 and they are

usually very weak. Education ha' the most consistently found

significant effect: The more schooling one has, the more liberal
ohe is on abortion. The re) ationship; however, sews . to have

gotten attenuated over time as the less educated have become more

lik(Ay to support abortion (Arney and Trencher, 1976), and tile
4,2

net effect of education oan be weak (Granber- 1978; Granberg

and Gmnberg, 1980).
O

!Rural .rdsidents are usually more likely to oppose abortion

than _arc urban rellidents, but again the net effect can .be weak

(Granbetg,' 1980; Peterson and Mauss 1976) . It 15 also
consistent over time '(Arney and Trescrier, 1976) and Z'el CrOi35

cOriTerent questions on. abortion (lienshaw and tt,rtire, 19E2).

Occupation, income, and class have' consistently nil (or very

,,loak) effects on abortion beliefs, wiAle the impact of age is
simply inconsistent: Sale studies have found that older persons

4-

4
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are no more likely than younger persons to opp6se abbrtion,
e'special-ly, when educ9t1en, church attendance, and.urban/rura3.

residqnce are controlled (GranbergQnd Qrafiberg, 1980! Cutler,

. -1980.,

1 s.

S.

S

Renshaw 1§82;, TedrOW
"it.

Mahoney,

1979). Others have concluded that they are slightly more 1:ikelY

to do so (Singh and Leahy,' 1 97 8; Ever S ancr.McG.ee,. 1980; Arney

and Trescher,, 1976; Peterson and Mauis, 1976; Himmelstein gnd

MCR :7614 ) . At least one study found that ,once other

sociodemogra vari'ables are controlled, approyal for abortion
It

increased with age (Barnett and Harris, 1982).

A

In short, Americans are not polarized by SE S or any other
social character i sti es on abortion and In this, sense,
feninitm and aptifeminin are not "cl s" issues. They do not

fit a :Ely po th eatZ ed "posti ndustr tter'n' of politics in which
the Inain conflicts are between

t

ral. upper strata and a

conservative lamer strata over_ social Issues.

ANTIFEMINISM AND FEMALE DEPENDENCY
4.

Atortion and ERA appear to be of special significance to

!omen. The one offers wanen more control over Their bodies;- the
other ,promises to dynamite a mountain of laws that discriminate 4

against wanen. Yet wanen aro not .significantly more likely than

men to support either one. -,(Hirnmelstein and McRae; 1984) Indeed,

both issues seem to have polarized wanen and galvanized intense,
.

angry lyical action both for and against.

.*

6
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.11kw theory That relates antifeminin. to female dependency

seems tt9 explain thi' polarization: Those wen who are most
NIS

1,xowerless and most dependent upon men obj cal v ely and

subjectively are most 1 tko to oppose ERA and abortion. Put

another way, those with the .fewest resources for competing in the
world of work and .the most invested in traditional femily roles

are most likely to take antifeminist positions (c.f. Luker, 1984:

192-215). Thus opposition should be correlated -,with being

married, being a fW.1:6-nehouse14wife, low education, low xyzarsonal

income, and low Occupation0.k status . and.-class. All of these
refl ect the extent to which wcinen have e the resources' to survive
on tileir own and/or the extent, to which they are independent Of

men. Opposition to ERA and abortion should also be correlated
with low level's of personal and political self-confidence and a

strong sense of dependency.

Certainly} female ERA and abortion activists are strongly

polarized along many of these dimensions. In every study,
anti-ERA and antiabbrtion activists, compared .to their Pro

counterp,?rts, are leSs likely to work outside the hcrno arld to

have prVessional careers and high personpl incomes if they have

outside atployment. They are more likely to be married, to have

grown up in large tes, and.to have large fanilies of their
OW11.

In short; Pro and Anti warren activists have very different
")relations to work and family The former are oriented more to

W Or R and tho public world, the latter more to faintly. -Yet, we

should not be boo hasty. to chary terize the Antis as"moved by
V

tr
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feclinc;s of vulnerability and as being essentially dependnt,
passive creatures: (Consider Mrs. Schlatly.) Anti-ERA activists

often have solid r cords of, pest poiltvical involvement and they 4

score high on measures of poritical .efficacy 'and personal
i

competence relative to the general' ..population (though..soineVhat
`A ,.

lOwer than Pro-ERA activists),i, Differences in relationship to

work and family may reflect differences not in- vulnerability, but
in culture and networksi matters (to whiQh we shap, return.

In the general popillatipn, the effort to rdot th'e political
polarization

falls apart.

th_eory

of warren in different i';-elatiens t'o work and fanily

Perhaps the most systematic attempt to test this
has been Burris (1983). Although he concludes that his

data confirm

otherwise:

the theory, a look at his. actual tables shows

In the -multivariate analysis (which includes race,

region, church attendance, and a host of other variables),, there
was no relationship between opposition to ERA among women and

either personal 'income, class, marital status, or housewife

status. The only significant, rel^ationship was with fewer years

of school ing. 9

The thrust of this study i5 confirmed by both 'the Illinois
and North Carolina studies. In Illinois, wanen who favort. ERA

were not less likely to be married or full-time housewives,

though they were more likely to be divorced and to have more

years of schooling.. NOrth Carolina, marital. and housewife

statuses at3 well as education were but weakly related to opinion

on ERA,
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:-;t) I like theories of class polarization, theories waneni 6

. Page 14

dependence fail, to atcount for differenct)s.l.ficattitude n ERA
-~r

and,3bortion. Supporters and opponents of abortion . at e , not..

polarized in any simple way' by social po,sitiontnQr is th61; aeiy,

clear connection between the personal situation of wonen as

housewives or,,, breadwinners and their opiMio'ns on abortion. and

ERA.

RELZION, CULTURE, AND NETWORKS
4

What clearily, consistently, and strongly distinguishes the
-\

4.

Pros fowl the Antis is religious invcelyenent: as measured by

church attendance. Opponents of ERA and abortion ;attend church

more often than do their emmterpartS. The effects are found in

virtually by & °y study, and they are consistently qui to

large - -much larger than those of SES,, age, residence; or wanan's

rd a ti 6n to work and family. When religious involvtnnent

controlled, the effects of most other variables are reduced

significantly, but 'controlling for these other variables does not

dianish the_ impct of religious..involvement. To the ,extent that

these other vaHables influence abortion or ERA attitudes at all,
it is largely through their impact on religious-involvement. If

the highly educated or the ,young are more likely to favor ERA or

abortion, it is largely .because many years of schooling.and youth

are associated with low levels of religious involvanerit2

Religious involvenent has an impact even within specific

denominations. Support for abortion, for example; declines with

r el 1,,..ious involvenent for Catholics and for liberal, moderate,

conservative;r and fundaMentillist.Pr6restants alike. To be sure,

SS

4

6

'4 .

qi
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the defferene'es art more marked for Catholics than for
Protestants and 1f or the more conservative Protestants than the

less conservative ones, but they are present across the boara. 3
cio

The impact *of reli6us denomination is less important.
*

and the

and abortion

tend to be

supportiv e

conservative

uftaffillated are distinctly more liberal.on both ERA

than either Protestants or Catholics. Protestants

slightly more ,supportive of abortion and less
of ERA th Catholics. Fundarrientalist aIi i.

Protestants are morel. ikely to oppose both than are..:

Protestants.

The influence df religion on atti tudes toward ERA and
O

abortion thus cannot be .understood purely or primarily in twins

of differences in church doctrines. If doctrine were mapr

factor, one would expect .a Socialization efitect: In liberal

churches, the more religious ticCuld be more accepting of abortion

and ERA than the less 'religious ; in' conservative churches, the
opposite would happen. This, however ;is not the case:* Religious

involvement has a conservative effect no matter what the

denomination or its doctrines (though the magnitude of theeffeet
varies).

.

Clearly,, being religious in and of 'itself is important. The

religious differ

the denomination.

sy stemati cal ly from the nom-el igi ous,, whatever

It Is%plausible that persons who _find. religion

Oersonally important and who attend church often tend to'interact.

with and orient then selves toward other religious 'people. They

.are likely to become part of a network of tIligious pe?sons not
4

, ,t4; ,

A

4

we"

t

tl
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only in et)urch but also the secular world. This network may

well .sustain a distinct, culture with political implicatibns.

Religious involveribnt la thus not at) isolated thing: It resuifs

from, reinforces, and indicates a whale pattern of interaction.'

Even if they are otherwit3e similar with regard to SES, 'age,

.ree,(idence, or any other social characteristic, the more religious

are likely to differ drEmatimlly from the less lei,igious in

regard to interpersonal. networks. and, hence culture.

The ,religiously involved are more likely tp. oppose ERA and

abbrtionp for . two reasons. First, .their religious involvement

an in a culture that Contains traditional .images of

the family and encourages anti-ERA and anti-abortion

immerses th

. women and-

sentiments,

especially

Secood, they are tiedoto networks that make than

available for mobili- by.smovements that speak to

those sentiments.
%,

The mobilization effect is.straightforward, so let ins deal

with it- first. As McCarthy (1'9$x?) and Matthews and Ma (vs (19an'

have noted, recruitment for., anti--ERA and antiabortio mov.ements

takes 'place in networks very different from those for pro-ERA and

pro-abortion inovanents. The Pro moyments are rooted in wailer), s

professional and politiql "organizations .and networks; that is,

thsy ,d in the public sphere of f..)clitics 'and -work and

thus are likely to recruit wenion whoa kre oriented to that sphere,

even if tl personally ar not working or in politics, The Anti

movements, in contras recruit.. through church, community, and

neiliborhood networks in the private sphtre and thus are likely

to recruit warren rooted in these networks and oriented to the

\

=,

7.4:7T:3
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sphere. R gtously invcoYied persons are more likely to

the Anti movements than in the Pro ones or simpl to
6

oppose rather than support ERA and abortion iibecausethey 'are

the Anti

efforts

exposed

to those

more tO the efforts and micas

of .-the"Pro movements. eke
'AN j

ativ rlei ghborsthrough friends

whole lives.

and thus

movements thL
are fil tered

permeate their

The more rieral point; is tha't persons most. .susceptibll

mobilization by a sckiel movenent are not the .atomized and

uprooted, eA theories of mass society and 'social di sorganizatiori

imply, but the socially integrated, as theories -of resource

mobilization tell us. As McCarthy (1982: 9) put it,
There has emerged a 'post-mass society theory'
consensus around the importance of pre-- existing social
infrastructures for the mobilization of social
movellents..4[P]re-exiattng relations among social
movements supporters make social movement mobilization
far more likely and less -,costly in human .effort and
material resburces. These networks of
interrelationships rous, of .course, be usable; or, as
some say, cooDtable. This means, as. the latter term
implies, that they can be put to purposes other than
those for which they were originally intended. Such'
networks of relations, should also be more than
casual-7the more soli6ry the relations, generally, the j-
Tore 'useful.

a

1.

Yet, the efforts of anti-abortion and anti-ERA movements.

would be for , naught unless religiously involved wanen and men

were ideologically predisposed to accept Ulf:. message. dr these

movements, Religiods networks are fertile ground . for -those

movements because they reinforce.' a certain way of looking at thkl

world.

a.
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does not atnount

to' a fully .developed polftical philosophy that csonsist4ntly

shapes opinion acrlss'a wide range of issues in' a conservative

way or otherwise. The politital opinions of the Antis, like
those of most Americans, cannot be tied into neat little
conservative, liber4, or raticcal packages. Instead, opposition

to abortion and ERA. fits with ,.opinionp on a narrow range of

issues on/y.

The only indication. of a, broader, polptical% philo y is
among anti. -ERA activisth, who often have unified conse vative

stances and, 'Prior experience in 1-ight-wing and

Republican politics Y, (just . as many Pro ERA activists are

consistent liberals with prior experience in liberal and

Democratic politics). Ibis, however, is not consistently the
case among anti-abortion activists, who were actually more

_liberal than, the general population on avil liberties, capital
punishmnt, 'and' U.S. ,intervention in foreign countries.

Th'e poi nt is ev eh clearer yith regard . to the general

population. Att4itude toward, abbrtion and ERA do not correlate

strongly with a whole range of political and economic attitudes.
/Instead, they were to fit closely -Only with beliefs .;-31Dout the

fanily and personal -morality, out of which a coherent, if
ted, tworldv iew emerges.

Abortion studies have consistently shown that oppositiOn to

abortion correlates most strongly with Conservation- on a distinct
set of personal morality issues. (Granberg, 1978; Gianberg and

3 1
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n.d., Singh and Leahy,

..,1a413; Barnartt and Harris, 19a2;' Conover and Gray," 1983)

Persons who oppose aborti% ar4 very likely al.so toTdisapprove of

pranaritritl, extrWarital, and haTiosexual

divorce laws, provision of birth.' cX)ntrol

without parental consent, sex education

without parental and

stern iz ati on;

sex anti to oppose looser

inflmation to teenagers

classes. in public schools

communi ty inv olvement vol on to ry

legal iz ati on of marl hua n4, euthanasia, and

suicide. They are also very likely to approve of large family

iizes.

As Halebsky and Okraku (1981) have noted, the common theme,

here is opposition to too much individual autonomy, too much

freedom from constraints imposed by traditional roles and norms

(especially those of the family)-, too much Cilli ha? on individual

self-determination and self-flfillment. Many of the freedoms

opposed .here, moreover, directl'y.threaten.the faiiily by loosening

the close ties between sexuality, reproduction, nprriaa,Thand.

childrearing. This is a` perSonkconservatim, a _concern with

constraint, limits, and controls on human drives within the

intimate sphere of life.

Underlying anti-abortion opinion, in short,. is a concern for
protecting the coherenae of the private sphere agfinst the

corrosive eats of individuation. A related Concern emerges

from the study of female ERA, activists and voters in

Massachusetts. Both PrC, and Anti activists were asked to rank 13

proposals, ranging from equal .day for equal. ,work to abortio19, in

terms of whether they would help or hann worsen, The Pro-ERA,

2.

,
14 '

n
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activ sags consistently

1
.

rated all 13 items as he) pful, but the

--{-r
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Anti-ERA activists did pot consistently go. in the other

The Ant1s regarded abortion, paternity leav
la

affinnatiVe action quotas, more sexual fregdc0n, goverment
support for day-care' centers, keeping one's maiden name, using

the appellati "Ms.,," and allowing girls on boys' sp..ifts teams

as harmful; Ar, they tended to: regard equal pay 'for eq

work, more w.anen in elective office, showing more compete men

on television, and'encouraging girls to enter the professions as
helpful. Among the sample of voters, who were asked about' only
six of the .items, those opposed to .ERA differed significantly

frail those supportipg ERA on 'their assessment 'of paternity

leaves, maiden names, and day care, but not of equal pay,

electing wernen, and aboreti.on,:,

A pattern etnerges her'e that is suggestive of a broader

worldview. Generally, anti -ERA wanen approve of proposals aimed

at providing. wanen a greater role in., the public sphere (equal

pay, electing more wonen-, encouraging wanen in the professions,

showing more competent women on TV), but they oppose those

proposals that attack the traditional sexual division of labor or

the coherence and autonomy of the family (day care, abortion,

paternity 1cavc, more se xual freedom) . They al so rej cot

proposal s that symbolically undermine the traditional image of

women (using Ms., keeping, one's maiden name, playing' on boys'

teams). (Clearly, th)e issue of quotas among activists and

abortion among the general. population are anomalies here.) In

short, anti.F.RA women accept a greater role for warren in work and

vA° .1 .

t
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,
politics, but refuse any correlative changes in women's role T
th6 fanny. In a way similar to the anti-abortion position, the

;.3nt.i-ERA position fits with a broader concern for the integrity
of the personal sphere and wcmants tr,aditional4 role therein.14

Analysis of .antri faitinist writings (bw orki n, 1983) and

intensive interview's with anti-ERA activists (Mathews and
I

Mathew's, 1982) convey,, a sense of female vulnerability that is

wrapped up with this personal consery ati ..3,6. *b.-n this
perspective, wanen'live in a dangerous, male-dominated world, fn

which their only protection are the family, the protections they

can claim therein, and the relationships with other wanen that

merge from fanny and community ties. Anything that seems to

challenge these .protections directly or indirectly by asserting a

non-family-oriented- identity 4-or wanen'appears as dangerous and-

ilurtful to warien.' ERA threatens to do this, because, it seems to

deny wanen the special right to be supported by men -.andto force

wanen into a dominated by men ,and'..0h.ale values.
Abortion threatens 'to do this because it helps to sever the tie

between sexuality and ?.eproduetion and thus gives wanen fewer

legibimate claims on men. Both weaken or seem to weaken the

special priileges available to wanen and the private sphere,

within which these privileges i-eside.

I.

Central to theorldview of oppcinentt of abbrtion :and ERA

are thus guItural images of female. dependence and of the

importance of a strong private sphere,to wanen. Superficially,

as far as wanen are concerned, we seem to be back to a theory of
3 g'

fanale dependenee,..but: in fact wq are in a very different place.
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It 1.; not that self-sufficient; independentpanen are more likely

than wonen more dependent an men to suppor't ItRA or abortion;
rather it is th,pt wanen who share a culture in which wanen are

pictured as potentialIoself-sufficientrTindeppndent, dnd th4'

equals of men areymore likely to support ERA and abortion than

are wanen who 'share a culture that pictures women as inherently

or necessarily dependent Qr vulnerable. 'There reed not

be--indeed there p is nOt--;;an direct correspondence

between a woman's _personal- situation of dependence/indepOdence

and the cultural images of wanen' s eneral condition she

possesses.5

Ehis involves a difficult distinction -between culture . and

personal experience and.. feelings, Two analogies may help, one
1,

fray: Freud and the other from research on anti-semitim. In _The

.E.m1,40re Q At) Illusion, having noted that religious belief's were

similar in content and structure to those of the neurotic, Freud

hastened to point. out that religious persons were not therefore
especially neurotic. Religion simply reproduced on the cultural

.level 'certain features of the personal experience of neurotics.

Similarly, a-major study of anti-semitian in the United States

Selznick and Steinberg, 1979) concluded that anti-4semites did

not necessarily. share distinctive personality traits (such as

itfnoritarianian) Or even deep-see6ted animosities toward Jews.

What they shared was a culture, common to the less edOcated in
,

ilostern societies, in which negative stereotypes of Jews were

comon and acceptable.
,
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Similarly, women who oppose ERA and abontion need not, do so

because they personally are especially'dependent on men or fea

particularly vulnerable to them. . Indeed, we have found that

among thq,orseneraI population support for gRA is not greater anong

employed wanen than hotisewiv.es, anong.wanen with high perSonal

incomes than wanen with lcm incorneS, or among, single women rather

than married wanen. To be sure, anti-.ERA (activists. are more
likely than pro-ERA activists' to be married, housewives, less
educated, and. less personally afflunt, but this objectiy,e

dependence on men does not seen to be matched by any especially

heightened subjective sense of vulnerability; Anti-ERA

activists, after all, often have long records of political
activity, and they report fairly high levels --of personal

competence and political -efficacy. They do not appear to be

stirinking violets, driven to politics only by persorial fear and

anxi ety

1.4anen may oppose ERA or abortion quite independently of

personal "circumstances or feelings because they participate in a
culture that pictures women in general as dependent and

vulnerable, sanctions the family and traditional gender roles as
a haven for wanen in a male world,, and regards ERA and abortion

as attacks on that haven. This culture flourishes in networks of

religiously involved persons and makes such networks and persons

fertile ground for anti-ERA and anti-abortion inobillition and

ulteimately for the New Right.

ti

,
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En a 'general way, the finding here fits with the .r.eablts of

re.scarch done by ,Sear:s, Kti ndere nd thei r colleagues. ( Sears;

tau, Tyler, and .,liven, 1980; . Sears,. Hensler, and Si.ar, 1979;

K1 t, 1983; Sears, Pflerk, Citrin, and Kinder, 1978; Kinder

and Kiewiet, 1979; Caul Brown, and Sears, 197$) Examining public
opi-nion on a variety -qf issues, incltitling the economy, the

vietnam War, busing, the energy crisis, and national hbilth
insurare they concluded that

In all these cases, self-interest, der ivied In terms 'of I,
a real -or potential lopaet_ of a. policy. issue upon the
individual's personal lif.e, had onlY....ininor effects upon
policy attitudes, and upon voting behavior (ohnecteci---f
with then. (Lau, ; Brown, and Sears, 1.978: 479)

That is, 'persons who Se f rail ies had experienced unemployment or 8

worsening financial condition were n9t more likely to oppose the

political 'party in power- 8! to favor a greater government role in
guaranteei ng l iv el ihood tlhan those in better economic

circurnstanees. Persons without adequate health insurance were

not morrlikely to favor thtional health insurance. Persons with

close relatives fighting in the Vietnam War were not more likely
t.(5' give the war -importance as an issue or to support the U.S.
gov ernme ntT s Vietnam policies Persons who perceived the .1974
energy crisis to affect their lives were not more likely to

support either cons ription reduction or resource development

nieasures. White ,persons whose children had been bused or

potentially faced busing .were not more -likely to oppose busing.

Rather than immediate self- interest , Scars, et al .1

generally found t.io other factors at work. First\ "pblitical
attitudes, ..are formed m nly in congruence with, long.-standing

VP,

ut
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ratherslues 'about society and the polity, rather than short-term

i trumentalltieS 401tx satisfaction of one 3 current. needs. "

1
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'04,
1/2.

(Seags, at al., 1980) That is, :Measures of self -= interest are less'

strongly related-t0 speCific policy beliefs than are measures of

broader values. Political, party preference, pAitical ideology,

and/or racial pr'ejudice . do a ''better job than personal

circumstances in predicting- beliefs about goverment-guaranteed

1 iv el ihoodi national health insurance, or busing. Attitudes

toward political. institutions and political leaders more

effectively shaped responses to the -ener gy crisis. Attitudes

rer

toward the military, beliefa. about communism, and political

ideology'. in general more decisively influenced stance toward the

Vietnam War4;

Second, at least in some instances, voting behavior reflects

one's assessment nok of one's own peronal condition but of the

condition of society as a whole, a Icind of collective

self-interest.. 'While personal.edbnomic circumstances have li,ttie

influence on voting behavior, .beliefs about the state of the

economy ( "collectiv e economic, judgments ") had a significant

effect: _Persons who believe th..e economy is doing. poorly are more

likely to vote against candidates of the incumbent political

The relevance of this general literature to the specific

case of

by Seam,

antifeminist!) should be clear. As on the issues studfed

et al, beliefs about aboren and ERA, eSpecially for

wcnen, depend less on 'se3:f.-- inter Efnd 'personal circumstances
,:

and more on long- standing ValUes and collective judgments,
4

4'

A
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The crucial factor distinguishing supirters of ERA and

abortion /rem their' opponents, both on activists and in the

general population, Is religious lnvolvenent and the

interp9rsonal networks and culture rooted therein. Religious

persons are more likely to oppose ERA and abOrtion because 'they

possess a cultUre that lanctions traditionafanily relationships

and wonen's roles and because they are integrated into religious
:-networks that make' then relativ.ely. accessible to Anti movenents.

5'

"Education,, income, occupational. ;status, class, age,

residence, and most other social traits seem less important..

They either have no im et whab6o.ev et- on ERA and alx,rtion

attitudes, or they influence these only to the extol., that they

determine how religious a. person is likely to be Since . these

factors have no strong or consistent viationship.to attitudes

and since no

Invofvanent;

nv-ol v anent

involved.

\
For wonen,

one of the-n has an overwhelming impact on religious

what .seems o be importa'nt is the fact of religious

not what. causes stoineres to become religiou&ly. sa*

seems n9t to

dependence on

their own personal situation and) experience al so

the voint. 'What matters is lesS. one's specific

men and more ope's sense of the generic

relationship between women.' and men. .What tilkters-.1s shared

culture, not personal psy chology

.55

,
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VOTE'S

1. Luker stresses the lower family Incomes and .fewer years of

schooling, of her "pro-life" activlst,s oompred to pro-choice

activists. _ Nonetheless, they appear to be 'relatively affluent

and educated when compared to the general population. Luker says

the average pro,7 life activist has a family income of $30,000. and

at least some college education (i981.: 197).

2. Similarly, coor di ng to a 1 97 1 NORG Value Sury ey, the

greatest difference in values between those most and those least

receptive to sexual equality concerned "religious salvation,

Those who supported sexual equality in both word and deed ranked

this value 14th of 18, while those who did not support sexual

equality Tankedi it third of 18. (See Ball-Rokeach, 1 97 6.) A

study of the Ni a4 ona 1 Organization for .Wan en ( NOW ) and

Fascinating .Waminhood (W), a very traditionalist women' s

organization, likewise found that the married female members of

NW expressed less interest in religiOn than their counterparts

in4JW (Arnott, 1 97 8). The NOW women were also more educated,

slightly younger, and likely to have fewer children.

3. The data are actually a bit more complicated than this 'brief

suanary conveys. McIntosh, Alston, . and Alston found' that

opposition to abortion increased significantly with dyrch

attendance among Catholics and , liberal, conservative, and

fundamentalist Protestants. Opposition also varied'direcly with

church attendSnce for moderate Protestants, Out the differences
.

cr,

70.
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were not statistically significant. Ebaugh and Haney, who simply

dichotanized Protestant denominations, found a similar

relationship for both liberal' and conservative Protestants, but
K.

it was significant only for the latter. The difference between
. . _ . .

k*the studies probably' lies in the fact that McIntosh, t/ al.

looked primarily at "Sodial" reasOns for pbortion (wentn.is
,

single; wanan is married, but couple wants no more dhftdren;

family is too -poor to support another dhild), while Ebaugh and

Haney .combined social with Physical reasons (danger to mother's

health, possibility_ of genetic defect in )baby, pregnancy the

result of rape) into one. overall scale. This May weakeh the

relationship between church attendance and .abortion beajef Sy

sine almost-all ,Americans, however'often or seldorn they go tp
.,;

church, approve of abortion for at least some of the physical
\

reasons.

Mdch less research has been done on ERA, but Burris fouh0

that the relationship betwee opPositton to ERA and religious

involvement remained signifieant When degree of religious

fundamentalism was controlled, but that the relationahipr between

opposition to ERA and religious fundamentalism did not remain

significant when religious involvement was pontro116d..

4. The fact that anti-ERA wane` support equal rights in the,

workpla 1.)ce, PtNoppose any 401anges 'in. the traditional. sexual

division Of labor in the family is t at 011 -odd. Drawing on

the 1970 National fertility Study Mason and Bumpass (1975) found

very weak correlations between these clusters of beliefs among

(

.1;
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married warren mder 115. Over the 19611 19'711 period, however,

these correlations increased somewhat, and support for bath equal
rights in the workplace and changing traditional family roles

increased su6stantial1y (MRson, Qz0.ca, and Arbor, 1976).

5. Cynthia Pearlman has puggeSted,to me that, the crucial factor-

shaping a wanants position.on ERA is depqndency not on men but

on a network of relations to other wallet') rooted to Ile and
kinship. Vicmen who are integrated into such a network are likely

to conceive-of fenale power and independence in t'ermS ,of the

capacity to call upon resources and support within such networks.

Wm.= who are not so integrated are likely to conceive Of fenale
power and independence in terms of ,econornic self-sufficionoy and

hence position in the world of work, The former leads to

opposition to ERA; the latter to support. A

A
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